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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

 This chapter draws a conclusion based on the findings of the previous 

chapter research and offers some suggestions for future research. 

A. Conclusion 

From 40 data analyzed in the previous chapter, there were many kinds of 

equivalence and techniques of translation found and applied in Stargirl (2020) 

movie. The researcher draws the following conclusion after conducting this 

study in the first chapter: 

1. There are formal correspondence and dynamic equivalence found in 40 data. 

These kinds of equivalence were found 31 data in formal correspondence or 

77,5% of the percentage. The second kind of equivalence was found 9 data 

in dynamic equivalence of 22,5% percentage. Total all of them had 40 data 

or 100% of the percentage. 

2. There were seven out of 9 techniques of translation applied by the translator 

to translate the subtitle of the movie. Those techniques were transposition, 

modulation, phonological translation and no equivalent. First is 

transposition had 27 data or 67,5% of percentage. Second is modulation had 

7 data or 17,5% of percentage. Third is phonological translation had 2 data 

5% of percentage. Fourth is no equivalent had 4 data or 10% of percentage. 

The mostly data is transposition and the smallest data is phonological 

translation. 
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B. Suggestion 

Translating a language into another language usually requires high attention 

to detail to maintain that every word is understood to readers. Besides, the 

translator needs some processes to get the equivalent between the target 

language and source language. So, the message can be delivered more clearly. 

As a result, the researcher make suggestion for the readers or other researchers 

that may be useful for future research. 

1. For the researchers 

Language is something important and interesting thing for who researcher to 

get knowledgeable about translation. The researchers must thoroughly evaluate 

the research because translation can be perplexing at times. Obtaining and 

applying appropriate theories from experts would aid in the process of this 

research. 

2. For the readers 

The researcher hopes that the findings of this study will be helpful to those 

who are interested in learning translation. Learning translation can help you 

improve your vocabulary while also learning a new skill in translation. Readers 

should be able to rely on all of the data and references in this research as 

additional information. 

 

 

 

 


